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We do great things
with it...
• Fully finished, ready to assemble component 
chair covers

• Multi-layer high speed automated cutting
• Integral attachments, fastenings eyelets and zips
• Numerous stitch details available
• Bond fabric to frame without staples or glues
• Embossed logo, embroidery and upholstery 
services available

• Bespoke needs can be met on an individual 
basis



The Camira Services operation benefits from a dedicated production facility, purpose built in
Lithuania to ensure optimum efficient flows and – crucially – benefiting from reduced overheads
which translate into a lower cost complete fabric cover component.  The facility benefits from
excellent transportation links, located near the main A1, linking Kaunas with the easily accessible
sea port of Klaipeda for inbound and outbound logistics.

Dedicated to adding value...

We don’t just design and manufacture fabrics, we do great
things with them - like custom made ready to assemble cut
and sewn covers for office chairs, innovative acoustic panels
and screens, inclusion of eyelets, zips and fastenings. We
can bond fabrics to chair frames using ultrasonic welding. We
can enhance your fabrics with emboidered or heat set logos
or even add statement stitching detail.

Our textile services are all geared up to making your life
easier, providing outsourced capability to not just solve
capacity issues but provide turnkey solutions to customers’
individual upholstery or assembly needs.  All for less than
you can do it yourselves.

Going the extra mile...



When cutting fabrics to a specific size and shape, we’ll make
sure that you get maximum usage out of the available material.
We use a full scale laser plotter and digitising board to trace a
master template, which then feeds into an autocad program to
give best nesting arrangements in order to maximise fabric use
and minimise waste.  Directional fabrics and intricate pattern
positioning can easily be accommodated. If you’ve got design
files or ‘Gerber cut files’ already these can be converted and
uploaded.

Cut to size and shape...

We operate two shifts of highly skilled sewing professionals using
over 30 heavy duty industrial sewing machines.  We can sew
numerous textile types including fabric, leather, vinyl and PU. 

We can create unique sewn detail using appropriate stitch types
such as lockstitch, chain stitch, twin needle or simple
overlocking.  

We’ve got it all sewn up!



We’re used to integrating customer specific accessories, attachments and all manner of fixing
mechanisms used commonly in office, transport, automotive and commercial seating applications. 

We have the ability to insert eyelets of varying sizes, shapes & colours, sew button holes and
integrate zips into cut to size fabrics, making your production route quicker and easier to manage.

We play an integral part...

Stand out from the crowd and make your
branding shout out with a variety of logo effects.
We can emboss or embroider your company logo
onto a variety of textiles to create a punchy,
branded statement that looks great on screens,
chair backs and seat pads.

We have the technology to offer High Frequency
welded effects to enhance detail on to fabrics
such as stitching, quilting and even intricate
patterns.

Make your brand stand out



We offer you more than just fabric…  We’ve a full portfolio of textile services designed to bring you
tangible benefits through outsourced capability at lower costs.  Here’s what’s in it for you:

• Just in time delivery of finished covers means inventory reduction

• Further inventory reduction through procurement and management of third party accessories

• No upholstery and fabric offcut waste – we take care of all waste streaming resulting in reduced 
landfill costs for you

• Asset renewal in cutting and sewing capability is removed and factory space freed up

• Lower cost components

• Backed up by automotive standard quality assurance systems

What’s in it for you

Welding is the process of bonding two materials together, either
fabric directly to a moulded plastic chair frame without the need
to use staples, or fabric welded to foam with the addition of 
built-in three dimensional patterning.  Ultrasonic welding uses
acoustic vibrations, while RF welding employs radio frequency
energy, to fuse materials together which in effect become one.
The result is stunning design and boundless aesthetic potential. 

Welding applications


